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Abstract

Telemetry encoders commonly use programmable memory devices
for the storage of data used to control the multiplexed
output format. The manual generation of this program control
information is tedious and error prone. A telemetry format
compiler has been developed to automate this process. A high
level definition of the format information is processed to
result in a binary object file which is programmed into the
memory of the encoder and executed by the state machine
controlling the encoding.

Introduction

Programming a telemetry encoder using a high level source
instead of manually generating the binary information
provides the same advantages that a high-level language
provides over assembly or machine language programming of a
computer: Rapid development, superior form of documentation,
simplified maintenance, and fewer errors.

The telemetry format compiler processes a text file which
describes the format information using the syntax and
statements of the compiler language. The objective is to
create an object file representing the intended sequence of
the program control lines (the hardware signals which
control all activity within the encoder). The compiler
outputs an object file used for programing the encoder PROMs
and a listing used to program the decom equipment. Existing
UV-EPROM or EEPROM programming equipment is used to transfer
the file to the encoders memory devices.

Creation of the telemetry format source is done on a
personal computer using a common text editor. The compiler



is invoked from the operating system command line with the
source filename and other options specified as arguments.
While processing the source file, the compiler displays
status information on the screen to show progress.

In order to program the encoder, the frame structure and the
target hardware configuration must be known. The frame
structure is created from the sampling requirements of the
telemetry data. The hardware configuration is based on the
signal conditioning requirements of the telemetered signals.
Both the frame structure and the hardware configuration are
generally determined well in advance of the time the encoder
is programmed.

Target Encoder

The telemetry format compiler was developed to take
advantage of the features of the Loral Conic PCM-440B
encoder. The resulting object code is programed into the
UV-EPROMs or EEPROMs on the program control board contained
in the encoder. The EEPROM version of the program control
board allows downloading of the format programing via an
external connector.

Multiplexer option boards are selected for installation in
the encoder to satisfy the specific signal conditioning and
interfacing requirements of each job. A variety of option
boards are available: high level and low level analog,
bi-level digital, accelerometer signal conditioning,
resistive temperature device (RTD) signal conditioning,
MIL-STD-1553 bus interface, switch closure, digital bus
interfaces, and many others. Each board has its own
addressing requirements. The channel density can range from
one to 96 per board. Some boards have pipelined addressing
to allow for settling of the excitation signals and analog
multiplexers over several word periods.

The PCM-440B is capable of generating a minor frame with a
length of up to 2048 words and up to 2048 subcommutated
words. A 32 bit wide program control word is placed on the
encoder bus during each minor frame word period. The
multiplexer boards decode the signals and respond by
supplying the data requested to either an analog or digital
bus on the encoder mother board.



There are numerous hardware requirements that are considered
during generation of the program control code. Some of the
control signals have reserved functions, for example board
enables, frame sync, bits per word, coding, and word type.
Certain program control bits need to be shifted for proper
alignment due to the pipelined nature of the encoder
multiplexing.

The compiler is programmed with default values that are
specific to the PCM-440B, but most characteristics of the
target encoder can be specified in the source file created
for each application. Features which are not user definable
can be accommodated by making changes to the low level code
generation routines in the compiler, thus allowing the
compiler to be adapted to other encoders.

Requirements

Functions have been incorporated into the compiler program
to satisfy the requirements of existing and foreseeable
encoder applications. Telemetry standards imposed by IRIG
106 also dictated certain functions.

Some elements are common to almost all telemetry formats. A
fixed length frame structure is usually used with a frame
synchronization pattern marking the boundaries of each
frame. Many formats have subcommutated words (a single word
location which contains a different parameter in each minor
frame). In these cases a sub-frame identifier (SFID) is
needed to allow extracting each unique word during telemetry
processing. Unused locations in the format are filled with a
specific binary pattern using a constant value parameter.

Other less common requirements are: a user defined
synchronization pattern, sub-frame synchronization not using
the common SFID counter, pipelined multiplexer addressing,
and scrambled channel addressing. The compiler language was
developed to support all of these requirements.

Board type definitions are needed to allow specifying of
hardware characteristics of the multiplexer boards installed
in the encoder: address signals, linear or non-linear
channel addressing, and attributes common to all channels on
that board. A parameter definition then references a board 



type in addition to other characteristics unique to a
particular channel.

Source File Structure

The source file is broken down into several sections. Each
section contains a related group of information which
controls the format code generation. Table 1 summarizes the
section names and purpose. Comments may be inserted anywhere
in the source file. The sample listing in the appendix shows
the use of each section.

Table 1. Section names and purpose

Section Purpose

Version User defined version string
Prom Program control characteristics
Filename Output filenames
Majorframe Defaults for entire format
Attrib ute User defined attributes
Boardtype Multiplexer board characteristic
Parameter Definition of parameters
Const Definition of constant words
Subframe Minor frame depth
Subcom Subcom word contents
Format Minor frame format

Implementation

The development environment using the compiler is similar to
most high level computer languages. The compiler processes a
source file created by a separate text editor. This is
sometimes referred to as Abatch@ mode or command-line
execution. Error and warning message are written to the
computer screen. Errors are corrected in the source using
the text editor and then the compiler is executed again.
This process repeats until satisfactory results are
achieved. Just as with a computer language, this method has
advantages over menu driven or interactive operation for
large or complex jobs. For example, comments may be used to
enhance the documentation, and a complete record of the
design may be printed and maintained.



The language of the telemetry format compiler is a mix
between a declarative and a procedural language. Certain
operations are described and the compiler computes the
sequence of program control signals necessary to perform the
task. In the case of the FORMAT code section, the exact
sequence of words in the output stream is listed. The
compiler integrates both operations. The syntax of the
language is similar to Pascal which, not coincidentally, is
the programing language used to develop the format compiler.

The source file is scanned and broken down into tokens which
are compared to a command list to direct processing.
Delimiters, symbols and arguments are analyzed to create a
database containing all information about the hardware,
telemetry frame structure, and parameters.

The heart of the compiler is the database containing the
parameter records, subcom word records, and format records.
Most operations either read from or write to these records.
This database is transient; it is generated from the source
file and after being used to generate the object file it is
lost when the program exits. The database may be written to
a disk file by a simple code change if other programs are
developed which need this information, such as automatic
decom programming.

Parameter records consist of the items used to describe the
words in the format: name, word type (analog or digital),
parity, associated board type, word length, and other
attributes which come directly from the parameter definition
or are derived. Refer to Table 2.

A subcom record contains the subcom symbol name, its depth,
word position, and a pointer to the parameters in the
subcom. Additionally, a flag indicates whether it contains
more than one word type, which requires special processing.



Table 2. Parameter Record Items

Item Description

symbol name of parameter
value control word for parameter
mask bits expressly specified in parameter
bitsperword bits per word
coding parity/forcing
board board number
wordtype sync,analog,digital,spare
channel channel # on board
size size relative to common word length
wordloc where its located, first time
adswordloc location in frame on ads-100
subframe minor frame number
occurrence number of times it was seen
period major frame words between samples
adsperiod period on ads-100, used for increment
latchgroup group number, for pipelined addressing
boardtype board type definition to use if any

The format array is a representation of the minor frame
structure. A record representing each word has an item to
hold the parameter or subcom name and an item specifies if
any strobe line is asserted. The format section of the
source file fills the format array to provide a memory image
of the format structure which can be read and processed
faster than the disk file. The array is sequentially read
and interpreted, once for each minor frame. The binary
information is generated during this process and stored in
another array which corresponds exactly to the program
control words to be programmed into the encoder. The program
control array is then read and converted to a hex file
according to the hardware configuration specified in the
PROM section.

Several automatic features have been implemented.
Synchronization patterns, from IRIG 106, are stored in the
program and are generated by indicating the length of the
pattern desired in the output format. An SFID counter is
generated for use as the sub-frame synchronization method. A
user defined sync pattern or other SFID methods can be
generated by defining constants.



Strobes are external signals which pulse at a specific point
in the frame. They are commonly used to synchronize an
external or internal event to the telemetry frame. Any
number of program control lines nay be defined as strobe
signals. External strobes are routed to an interface
connector. Internal strobes are available on the encoder
motherboard for use by the multiplexer boards.

To aid in programming the decom equipment a table is
generated which contains the word and frame number for each
parameter, and the word and frame increment for supercom and
subcom words. The programming must be done manually while
reading a printout of this file. The appendix shows the
table generated by the example format.

Conclusion

The telemetry format compiler discussed in this paper was
developed to speed the programming of the PCM-440B encoder.
By using it, an encoder can be programmed in several hours
depending on the complexity of the frame structure.
Modifications to programs can be accomplished in minutes.
When the encoder is configured with UV-EPROM memory devices,
factory and field reprogramming is greatly simplified.
Encoders configured with EEPROM program control boards can
be re-programmed without removing the unit from its
installation.

Appendix

Telemetry Format Source File Example

(Example format, very simple)

version:’Version 0.3 04/26/90';

prom {specify characteristics of prom}
  size:$2000; {size in hex}
  subcomstart:$1001; {starting location of subcom information, in hex}
  width:2; {width of each prom in bytes}
  number:2; {number of proms}
end;

filename {specify output filenames}
  0: 'testv6.hex’; {0 = low word prom, u6}
  1: 'testv7.hex’; {1 = high word prom, u7}
  map:@testv.map'; {word location map file}
end;



majorframe {defaults and frame characteristics}
  word:8;    {word width in bits}
  length:10; {minor frame length in words)}
  fault:    011XXXXl 1XXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX;
  boardenable;[a7..a9]; { board enable field for standard PCM-440}
  channel:[a0,.a5]; {channel # range and location}
  shiftbits:b11,b12,b4,b5,b6,b7,b8,b9; {default}
  clock:b0:0:1:1; {bitpos, startlevel, hiperiod, loperiod}
end;

attribute {user defined attributes, specified lines are asserted}
 st1:a15=0:a14=1:shift; {strobe signal}
 st2:al3=0;
end;

boardtype
  accel: order:a0,a1,a2,a3,a4,a5;  a:f:b9=0;  end;
  highlevel:
    channels:      {map channels to create linear addressing}
      ch[1..16]=[48..63];
      ch[17..32]=[64..79];
      ch[33..48]=[80..95];
    end;
    a:p; { all words on this baord are analog, apply parity bit}
  end;
end;

parameter {definition of each parameter in the format}
  acc1 :accel:ch0;
  acc2 :a:f:ch1;
  a1   :a:f:be0:ch0; {analog, forcing bit, board enable 0, channel 0}
  a2   :a:f:be0:ch1; {channel 1}
  a3   :a:f:be0:ch2; {channel 2}
  a4   :a:f:be0:ch3; {channel 3}
  hl1:highlevel:chl;  {uses high level board definition}
  hl2:highlevel:ch2;  {the only thing else needed is channel #}
  hl3:highlevel:ch3;
  hl4:highlevel:st2:ch4; { assert strobe 2 along with this channel}
  hl5:highlevel:ch5;
end;

const
 x=$55;    {unused word constants}
end;

subframe
  sfid:8,$10; {sub frame variable and depth and start count}
end;

subcom {definition of sub cam contents}
  subcom1:a3,a4,acc2,x; {automatically duplicated to fill depth of 8}
  subcom2:acc1,a1,acc1,a2,acc1,hl1,acc1,hl2;
end;

format {the input is free form so spaces and tabs may be used to group}
  {word #} {name}
  {1,2}  sync(16), {16 bit IRIG sync pattern}



  {3}    sfid,
  {4}    hl3,
  {5}    hl4,
  {6}    hl5-st1, {assert strobe 1 here}
  {7}    subcom2,
  {8}    subcom1,
  {9}    hl3,
  {10}   hl4;
end;

 Parameter Map Table

Version 0.3 04/26/90 (PCM440 Compiler Ver 36) Run:06/01/90 19:57:01
Number of PCM-440 words per minor frame= 10
Sync pattern: 1110101110010000
parameters

PCM-44- Word Frame
Name Occurs Period Word # Frame # Inc Inc
ACC1 2 20 7 0 0 2
ACC2 2 40 8 2 0 4
A1 1 80 7 1 0 0
A2 1 80 7 3 0 0
A3 2 40 8 0 0 4

A4 2 40 8 1 0 4
HL1 1 80 7 5 0 0
HL2 1 80 7 7 0 0
HL3 16 5 4 0 5 1
HL4 16 5 5 0 5 1

HL5 8 10 6 0 0 1
x 2 40 8 3 0 4

SYNC1 8 10 1 0 0 1
SYNC2 8 10 2 0 0 1

subcoms
        SFID loc:  3 depth:  8
     SUBCOM1 loc:  8 depth:  4
     SUBCOM2 loc:  7 depth:  8


